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Deep Freeze 81 marked the 26th year of Antarctic Develop-
ment Squadron Six's (VXE-6) airlift support of U.S. scientific
research projects in Antarctica.

Flight operations in support of Deep Freeze 81 commenced
in late August 1980 with the execution of Operation Winter
Fly-In (WINFLY). Three VXE-6 LC-130 Hercules aircraft, along
with a contingent of flight crew and squadron support per-
sonnel, departed Point Mugu, California, on 20 August for
Christchurch, New Zealand. Once there, the squadron began
a series of passenger/cargo shuttles between Christchurch and
McMurdo Station. A total of 239 passengers and 117,527
pounds of cargo were transported in six flights over 5 days.
Three flights were canceled because olf inclement weather at
McMurdo. By 1 September, all three of the LC-130's had
returned to Point Mugu and WINFLY 81 was history.

The Deep Freeze 81 summer support season began for
V)(E-6 on 9 October 1980 with the launching of three squadron
LC-130 aircraft for New Zealand. Following a brief stay in
Christchurch, where the aircraft and personnel were outfitted
for cold weather operations, VXE-6 shifted to McMurdo on 18
October.

Over the next 4 months, VXE-6 LC-130's and UH-1N heli-

copters conducted some 1,116 sorties, logging 4,038.8 flight
hours. During that period, 2,538,311 pounds of cargo (includ-
ing 45 tons of mail and 278,000 gallons of fuel) and 5,487
passengers were transported.

Deep Freeze 81 provided VXE-6 personnel with several
unique challenges and opportunities to contribute firsthand
to the ongoing exploration of Antarctica. The Siple rocket proj-
ect began with the delivery of the rockets to Siple Station on
1 December. A total of 39 flights were made in support of the
station and the rocket program. The project was threatened by
the unexpected deterioration of skiway conditions, which
restricted flight operations, but a planer was airlifted to Siple
and the skiway was smoothed to a usable surface.

At Vostok, a multiyear program of international cooperation
was closed out and the U.S. pavilion terminated operations.
VXE-6 aircraft removed the one remaining American on 18
December 1980.

Aircraft XD-03 was fitted for photographic and air sampling
missions and was used extensively in the aerial mapping of
Cape Royds, Cape Evans, Mount Erebus, and the Hut Point
Peninsula. Photographic mapping of Byrd and Darwin Gla-
ciers and the dry valleys was also carried out by XD-03. In
addition, 14 air sampling missions, consisting of ice sensing,
jet stream sampling, Mount Erebus plume sampling, and
atmospheric testing throughout the continent, were con-
ducted. Using the aircraft as a scientific research platform
proved highly successful.

VXE-6 helicopters logged 1,210.6 flight hours and trans-
ported 144 tons of cargo during the Deep Freeze season. Reg-
ularly scheduled evening operational flights allowed greater
use of assets without an increase in the number of aircraft or
flight crews.

Ship operations, Deep Freeze 81
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Two U.S. Coast Guard icebreakers operated in the Antarctic
during Deep Freeze 81. USCGC Polar Star, from Seattle, Wash-
ington, resupplied and refueled Palmer Station, performed
primary channel break-in to McMurdo, and called at Campbell
Island. Polar Star also assisted resupply ships USNS Southern
Cross and USNS Maumee into and out of Winter Quarters Bay,
the former (on its maiden voyage) bringing dry cargo and the
latter, fuel. USCGC Glacier, from Long Beach, California, called
at Campbell Island, supported science projects in the Ross Sea,
called at Palmer Station, and provided science support enroute
and in the Bransfield Straits. Operations went as planned,
with one exception: Midway during Glacier's initial science
period, she was diverted to assist in the channel break-in at
McMurdo because Polar Star's starboard shaft had been dam-
aged. A detachment of helicopters from the Coast Guard Avia-
tion Training Center (Mobile, Alabama) was assigned to each
icebreaker; ADVET 82 operated from Polar Star, and ADVET 83
operated from Glacier.

Ice conditions during the shipping season at McMurdo were
similar to those of last season. Upon arrival of the first ice-
breaker, Glacier, the fast ice edge was 16 nautical miles from
Hut Point (within .5 nautical miles of last year's edge). Pack
ice in the Ross Sea and McMurdo Sound followed the tradi-
tional pattern and cleared to open water or loose pack during
the season. Extremely favorable winds from the southeast dur-
ing channel break-in carried broken floes and brash to sea.
The ice east of the channel along the western shore of Ross
Island broke off in large to vast floes, at times blocking the
channel; however, the channel tending efforts of Polar Star
and the southeast winds caused the ice to break up and drift
out to sea. As happened at the end of last season, all fast ice
up to the Ross Ice Shelf went to sea.

Polar Star arrived at Port Hueneme, California, on 22
November 1980, refueled, and loaded 95 tons of cargo which
consisted of general supplies and repair parts, refrigerated,
frozen food stuffs, and hazardous cargo requiring separation
of non-compatible items. Two CONEX boxes were used on the
port and starboard 01 weather deck to meet the applicable
hazardous cargo regulations. Two drums of gasoline were
stowed in newly installed racks on the fantail. After loading
was completed by local stevedores on 26 November 1980, Polar
Star departed for Palmer Station, making port calls at Acapulco,
Mexico, Callao, Peru, and Valparaiso, Chile. While in Valpa-
raiso, Polar Star refueled, loaded fresh produce and gasoline
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for Palmer, and picked up 23 National Science Foundation
Antarctic Services, Inc., personnel and a Naval Support Force
Antarctica medical corpsman (the Palmer relief crew). The
number of passengers exceeded Polar Star's capacity by six;
these personnel were originally scheduled on RIv Hero, which
was delayed for repairs.

Polar Star changed operational control (chopped) from COM-

PACAREA COGAERD to CNSFA upon crossing 60°S on 26 December
1980 and arrived at Palmer on the 28th, at which time passen-
gers were disembarked and cargo/refueling operations com-
menced. Polar Star transferred 119,517 gallons of diesel fuel to
the station. Offloading went smoothly, with the exception of
two ruptures in the station refueling hose. During the first
refueling attempt, the fuel hose on shore parted. Approxi-
mately 150 gallons of fuel spilled, with an unknown quantity
entering the water and producing a light sheen over an area
45.6 meters by 15.2 meters. The sheet rapidly dissipated in 30-
knot winds. During the second attempt, a hose section on the
ship ruptured; approximately 100 gallons entered the water,
causing a light sheen. The hose section was replaced and the
station was refueled without further incident. The short-term
effects of the spill were considered minor, and no long-term
effects were anticipated. Cargo offloading was completed
smoothly in 20 hours.

After a short delay Polar Star departed Palmer on 31 Decem-
ber 1980 enroute McMurdo. During the transit the starboard
propeller locked in a full-astern mode and was out of commis-
sion for the remainder of the season. On 10 January 1981, Polar
Star arrived at the McMurdo fast ice edge (16 miles from Hut
Point) and immediately commenced breaking the ship chan-
nel, which USCGC Glacier had started on 8 January 1981. Polar
Star continued to clear the channel with exceeding favorable
southeast winds until 15 January, when she moored at the ice
wharf until 17 January. On 16 January Polar Star helicopter
1356 was damaged upon landing at Williams Field but was
repaired on site with parts flown in from CONUS and returned
to Polar Star on 1 February.

On 17 January Polar Star began tending the channel in prep-
aration for USNS Maumee's arrival on 22 January (see figure 1).
During this period, fast ice on the Ross Island side of the
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Figure 1. USCGC Polar Star tending the channel to McMurdo. (U.S.
Navy photo)

channel continued to break off, at times blocking passage to
McMurdo. Polar Star escorted Maumee to McMurdo on 22 Jan-
uary and refueled from Maumee on 23 January. From 26 to 31
January, Polar Star supported a marine biology project and
escorted the Maumee out of Winter Quarters Bay and the USNS

Southern Cross to McMurdo Station. The icebreaker also
assisted the RJv Benjamin Bowring (UK), which was beset in ice
12 miles north of Hut Point, and supported science in
McMurdo Sound and the western Ross Sea during this period.
On 1 February, Polar Star escorted Southern Cross out of Winter
Quarters Bay and departed for Campbell Island. At Campbell
Island on 7 February, one ton of cargo was delivered, three
passengers embarked, and the ship departed for Wellington,
New Zealand. The Polar Star arrived in Wellington on 9 Feb-
ruary. Upon its departure from Wellington on 13 February,
Polar Star chopped from CNSFA to COMPACAREA COGARD; the
icebreaker reached Seattle, Washington, on 10 March 1981.

USCGC Glacier departed Long Beach, California, enroute to
Wellington, New Zealand, via Suva, Fiji, on 19 November
1980. Prior to departure, 4,000 pounds of cargo for McMurdo,
13,000 pounds for Palmer, and 3,800 pounds for scheduled
science projects were loaded. Glacier arrived Wellington on 17
December 1980 and chopped from COMPACAREA COGARD to
CNSFA. While in Wellington, U.S. science personnel and three
New Zealand Department of Scientific and Industrial Research
personnel bound for Campbell Island embarked, Campbell
Island cargo was loaded, and ship and local contract personnel
performed voyage repairs. Glacier sailed from Wellington on
26 December enroute Campbell Island, where passengers and
cargo were flown ashore. Glacier supported a geology project
in the vicinity of Cape Adare until 6 January, when the ice-
breaker was directed to commence channel break-in at
McMurdo. On 8 January Glacier arrived at the fast ice edge to
begin channel break-in operations and proceeded to within
10.7 nautical miles of Hut Point on 10 January. By this time
Polar Star had arrived and assumed the primary role of channel
break-in. Glacier resumed her scheduled science support in
McMurdo Sound and the western Ross Sea on 13 January.
Upon return to McMurdo on 21 January, Glacier moored at the
ice wharf to load 14.6 metric tons of cargo for Palmer Station,
received fuel from the Maumee on the 22nd, and departed on
23 January enroute to Palmer Station. While in transit to
Palmer, Glacier supported science projects in marine geology
and biology in the Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas and
the Bransfield Straits. On 8 February Glacier arrived at Palmer,
discharged cargo, loaded retrograde, and sailed on the 9th.
Glacier chopped to COMPACAREA COGARD upon crossing 60°S
on 10 February. Science parties departed the ship at Punta
Arenas, Chile, between 13 and 15 February. Glacier arrived
Long Beach, California, on 26 March 1981 after making port
calls enroute at Valparaiso, Chile, Callao, Peru, and Mazatlan,
Mexico.

USNS Maumee arrived at McMurdo Station under escort of
Polar Star on 22 January (see figure 2). The channel was essen-
tially ice free. Maumee discharged petroleum products to the
station and refueled Glacier and Polar Star. Maumee completed
refueling operations, ballasted down, and departed McMurdo
with the assistance of Polar Star on the 26th. On 2 February
Maumee arrived in Port Lyttelton, New Zealand, and departed
the following day.

USNS Southern Cross moored at Port Hueneme, California,
on 9 December 1980, and cargo was loaded from 26 December
to 4 January, when the ship departed for Port Lyttelton, New
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Figure 2. USNS Maumee moored at the McMurdo ice wharf dis-
charging fuel. (U.S. Navy photo)

Zealand. Southern Cross arrived at Port Lyttelton on 18 January,
discharged and loaded cargo, and departed on 21 January (see
figure 3). Polar Star escorted Southern Cross into Winter Quar-
ters Bay on 27 January, and offloading and retrograde loading
was accomplished by 1 February. On 7 February Southern Cross
arrived Port Lyttelton, and on 10 February departed for Port
Hueneme, California, where she arrived on 23 February.

Three other ships called at McMurdo Station during the
1980-81 season. RJV Benjamin Bowring (United Kingdom), the
Transglobe Expedition ship under charter to the New Zealand
Department of Science and Industrial Research (osm), operated
in the Ross Sea and McMurdo Sound areas. The Bowring
moored at the ice wharf on 20 January to offload Transglobe
cargo and load scientific equipment and personnel for DSIR

science support. During a transit in and out of the channel,
the Bowring was beset by ice on 27 January and later was freed
by Polar Star. The Bowring departed for DSIR science in the Ross
Sea on 29 January and returned to McMurdo on 12 February,
at which time Transglobe equipment was loaded and person-
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Figure 3. USNS Southern Cross, on her voyage, arriving at the
McMurdo ice wharf. (U.S. Navy photo)

nel embarked. The ship sailed for New Zealand on 16 Febru-
ary. M/V World Discoverer (Singapore) moored at the ice wharf
on 11 February and discharged passengers for tours of
McMurdo and Scott Base. World Discoverer sailed for Capes
Royds and Evans on the 12th to visit the historic huts and
rookeries and returned to McMurdo during the afternoon to
drop off "guides" prior to departing for Port Lyttelton, New
Zealand. M/V Lindblad Explorer (Panama) arrived 18 February
and departed on the 19th. Navy personnel conducted tours of
the local area.

The cargo ship operations were supported by National Sci-
ence Foundation Interagency Agreement CA-165. Icebreaker
operations were supported by a National Science Foundation
agreement with the U.S. Coast Guard. Commander P. R. Tay-
lor, U.S. Coast Guard, is the Coast Guard liaison to Deep
Freeze and the Naval Support Force's ship operations officer.

Operational meteorology program,
Deep Freeze 81

MICHAEL S. FOSTER and ROBERT T. EVANS

U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica
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The primary mission of the operational meteorology pro-
gram is to prevent weather-related mishaps and unproductive
expenditures of time, energy, and resources. Weather fore-
casting services and observation programs in support of Deep
Freeze 81 were provided by the Meteorology Division of the
Naval Support Force (figure), with assistance at Palmer and
South Pole Stations from employees of Antarctic Services, Inc.

McMurdo Station experienced generally good weather. One
major storm period in late October prevented flight operations
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AG1 Chris Fakes and ACC Bill Hudson plot a weather map.
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for an 11-day period; otherwise, poor weather episodes were
short-lived and had little impact on planning and scheduling.
A new record high temperature (-3.9°C) was recorded for the
month of October, and snow accumulation during November
was approximately 30.5 centimeters, significantly above the
climatological average (approximately 12.7 centimeters) for
that month.

Byrd Surface Camp and Siple Station received their usual
share of blowing snow, ice fog, and low ceilings. South Pole
Station had little problem with ice fog or blowing snow.

Forecasting. The sparsity of observational reports forces
heavy reliance on satellite imagery in analyzing weather pat-
terns in and around Antarctica. Deep Freeze 81 was the first
full season in which high resolution picture transmission
(HRFr) satellite imagery was available on a regular basis at the
McMurdo Station weather facility. Not only is its imagery a
significant improvement over the automatic picture transmis-
sion imagery used previously, but the HRPT system also
enabled the McMurdo Station weather facility to monitor read -
ings from the many automatic weather stations located at
widely dispersed locations on the continent. The system was
so successful that over the season only one aircraft mission
had to abort because poor weather developed during the flight.
The HRPT system also enabled a vast improvement in sea-ice
analysis and forecasting.

A total of 194 flight briefings were given for LC-130 and
C-141 flights between McMurdo Station and Christchurch,
New Zealand, and 214 briefings were given for flights over
Antarctica. Twenty-four hour forecasts, re-issued at 12-hour
intervals, were sent to each Deep Freeze ship; these included
low-level aviation forecasts for the ice-breakers. Plain-
language terminal forecasts were issued at 6-hour intervals for
McMurdo, Byrd, Siple, and South Pole Stations. Forecasts were
provided to scientific field parties daily, with updates on
request or as necessary.

Meteorological observation program. All U.S. stations in the
Antarctic maintained a continuous surface synoptic observa-
tion program. Upper-air observation programs were con-

ducted at McMurdo and South Pole Stations. Aviation hourly
weather observations were made at all stations equipped to
handle aircraft. Deep Freeze 81 ships participated in the obser-
vation program by taking and transmitting ship synoptic
weather observations. Field parties were given equipment for
taking observations, and this information was used in daily
analyses at the McMurdo Station weather facility. Observa-
tional reports were shared with other countries through the
World Meteorological Organization communications network
and other networks dedicated to the Antarctic region. Ice
observations were made during helicopter and LC-130 flights
and by observers aboard the several Deep Freeze support
ships.

Automatic weather stations. Assistance was provided to sci-
entists from Stanford University and the University of Wis-
consin in the maintenance and emplacement of automatic
weather stations at seven sites in Antarctica. A network of
stations in the McMurdo area was established with installation
of three stations on the Ross Ice Shelf. Comprising four stations
lying on a semicircle approximately 50-55 nautical miles from
McMurdo and covering the areas east, south, and west of
McMurdo Station, this network proved to be a great asset to
forecasting in this particularly data-sparse region. Four exist-
ing operational stations on the continent were visited and
serviced. The table summarizes the seven automatic weather
station sites visited.

Automatic Weather Station activity during Deep Freeze 81

Station	 Location	Remarks

Byrd	 80000'S 120000'W	Serviced
Dome C	 73040'S 1230 00'E	Serviced
Manning	78045'S 166051'E	Installed
Marble Point	77026'S 163045'E	Serviced
Ferrell	 78002'S 170048'E	Installed
Asgard	 77036'S 161 004'E 	Serviced
Meeley	 78030'S 170°10'E	Installed

Public works, Deep Freeze 81

J . GRANT FULGHAM

U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica
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During Deep Freeze 81 (austral summer 1980-81), many
procedures related to public works were changed or refined to
optimize operations. Improvements were made in energy con-
servation, environmental protection, industrial safety, water-
front facilities, aviation facilities, and ice roads.

Energy conservation. Several efforts resulted in significant
energy savings:

• Evaporator heat transfer was improved through pH factor
control and water chemistry. At the McMurdo water desali-
nation (wo) plant, refinements in evaporator water chemistry
slowed the formation of hard scale on heat exchange surfaces
(see table 1). In prior seasons, Aqua Chem proprietary buffered

acid chemicals AC-2 and AC-200 were not available and severe
hard scale buildup in evaporator no. 3 was experienced due to
the inability to control pH in the strong acid zone required by
the high temperature vapor compression evaporator. Table 1
shows the correct amounts of the new chemical applied to
evaporator no. 3.

• Infiltration of cold air into buildings was reduced through
application of cold weather sealants.

• Heat transfer and air flow in heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning (HvAc) systems was improved by removal of fine
volcanic scoria dust from the systems.

• Time spent operating heavy equipment at McMurdo was
reduced by approximately 1,000 hours. A direct truck route
and timber bridge was constructed from the Hut Point barrow
area across the petroleum products line to Hut Point Road,
creating a shorter haul route and thus permanently reducing
the number of hours required for barrow operations, with
resulting diesel fuel savings.

• Use of a special system for controlling building tempera-
tures helped reduce the amount of diesel fuel used to heat
McMurdo buildings. During the first 7 weeks of Deep Freeze
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